PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCHES

TELEX PT-300 PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH - Attaches to any control wheel. Simple installation, no tools required. Simply wrap hook and pile strap around control wheel. Provides instant communications when used with any headset or Telex flexible boom mike. With 6 ft. coiled cord, jack and plug.

P/N PT-300..........................$73.75

ECONOMY PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH - Similar to PT-300, this top quality switch is offered at considerable savings. Features gold contacts for durability. Fully guaranteed.

P/N 11-12100..........................$12.95

DAVID CLARK C10-15 PORTABLE PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH - Compatible with all general aviation headsets, recommended for use with David Clark. Dual plunger switch assures positive contact. High quality features are incorporated in every aspect of this switch.

P/N C10-15..............................$67.75

P/T-400 PORTABLE PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH - Designed so that the pilot may push downward to invoke the radio transmit function, instead of the traditional "sideways activation" of typical strap-on PTTs. Secures to the top of the vertical handle of the control yoke with provided velcro tape. Housed at the top of a thin, 1/2" dia. cylindrical enclosure, the soft-touch red push button is rated for 50,000 failure-free operations. Sft. coiled cable terminates with standard plug & jack. Fast and easy plug-in installation, in virtually any aircraft.

P/N 11-02072..........................$45.50

SIGTRONICS PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH - This versatile yoke mounted switch features a sealed aluminum alloy case and mounts in a .380" diameter hole. Button is red thermoplastic.

P/N 11-02926..........................$23.50

NAV-DATA PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH - Finally, an affordable Push-to-talk switch. Heavy duty construction. With dual internal contacts. Also equipped with a strap to attach to any yoke control.

P/N 11-06089..........................$24.95

MICROPHONES

TELEX 66T TRANSDISTORIZED MICROPHONE - Dynamic, noise-cancelling, hand-held mic. Built-in amplifier is adjustable for full transmitter output. Meets specifications for aircraft and mobile applications. Impedance 50-600Ω. Wt. 9oz. Complete with 5 ft. coiled cord and hanger bracket. Also available with right-angle plug - specify model 66TRA.

P/N 66T...............................$149.75

Right angle plug P/N 66TRA..........................$137.99

TELEX 100TRA DYNAMIC MICROPHONE - Dynamic, noise-cancelling, amplified, handheld mike. Push-to-talk switch is in front. Handsome beige and black with walnut grain trim. Impedance 50-600Ω. Wt. 9 oz. Includes 5ft. coiled cord with right-angle plug and hanger bracket.

P/N 100TRA..............................$134.75

TELEX 38T ELECTRET MICROPHONE - A state-of-the-art high quality noise cancelling microphone designed as a direct replacement for the RS-38 series microphones. Hanger bracket not included.

P/N 38T.................................$143.50

TELEX 500T ELECTRET MICROPHONE - Amplified hand-held electret mike features outstanding noise cancellation. Impedance 50-600 Ω (ohms). Weight: 6.5oz. Complete with 5ft. coiled cord, plug and hanger bracket.

P/N 500T...............................$169.95

DAVID CLARK M-1/DC A/MIC - The M-1/DC Amplified Dynamic headset microphone is a noise cancelling type designed to operate in place of carbon and amplified dynamic microphones.

P/N 11-09230..........................$71.75

DAVID CLARK M-1A/DC MIC - The M-1Amplified Dynamic headset microphone is a noise cancelling type designed to operate in place of carbon and amplified dynamic mics.

P/N 11-09225..........................$67.85

HEADSET MICROPHONE A1060 BLACK - Proper shielding improves noise immunity in aircraft with heated windshields, power inverters, and other sources of electrical noise. Fits all C40 Model Headsets (David Clark, Softcomm, Telex, etc.). A1060 fits all C40 Models

P/N 11-04838..........................$28.75

Microphone windscreen covers all headsets

P/N 11-04840..........................$1.85

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICES!